BNSF Confidential Security, Proprietary Business, and Railroad Restricted Information

Bakken Crude Oil Transport in California by County
BNSF transports crude oil in the following counties the previous week. The estimated weekly average numbers listed below
represent those trains that are transporting 1,000,000 gallons or more of Bakken crude

County

Route

Butte
Contra Costa
Lassen
Modoc
Placer
Plumas
Sacramento
San Joaquin
Yuba

Estimated Number
of Trains*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Warning: This record contains confidential security, proprietary business, and railroad restricted information of the BNSF Railway. In accordance with the U.S. Department of Transportation
guidelines, use and disclosure of this record is restricted to only state and local emergency management agencies or emergency response officials that have a legitimate “need to know” the
information for purposes of emergency response planning. (see DOT Frequently Asked Questions on DOT’s May 7, 2014 Emergency Order Regarding Notification to Communities of Bakken Crude
Oil Shipments published on FRA’s website on May 23, 2014). Public disclosure of this record is strictly prohibited without the express prior written permission of the BNSF Railway.

* Forecasted range is based on historical weekly average ±1 σ, all values are weekly averages unless otherwise stated
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